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MANY CULPRITS SUMMONED BEFORE JUDGE REARDON

Despite the strenuous efforts of the police squad, the number of arrests of delinquent campus workers was few this morning. Seventeen names were handed in to Chief of Police Bentz after the roll call of the bosses and the patrol wagon started its tour of the city.

Shortly before noon today Judge Reardon announced the list of tardy students who will be summoned before the kangaroo court at 12:45. The court will convene in front of Main hall and Attorneys Clark and Bentz will take charge of the prosecution.

Judge Reardon announced that those men who appeared late would probably receive some kind of punishment, although it will not be as severe as that which will be administered to those who failed to appear on the campus or who were arrested by the police squad.

The first arrest was made shortly after 8 o'clock, when the patrol discovered Rox Reynolds sauntering down Higgins avenue gazing dreamily into the shop windows.

On the way to the campus police station Rox attempted to explain his absence from the campus.

“I—I—I just c-c-couldn’t get o-o-out,” he gasped. “I-I-I’ve been down t-t-to the r-r-recruiting sta-

FACTS ABOUT THE DANCE.

Commences at 8 o’clock.
No man will be allowed to wear a stiff collar.
No coats will be worn.
Girls will come in a bunch. The men will do likewise.
Those who do not obey will be punished.
Aber Prefers to Be Called "Father" Rather Than "Daddy"

(By Margaret Coucher.)

"The University campus is like Topsy. It just grewed!" said Professor William M. Aber, as he stood in front of the library with the sun shining in his eyes.

The campus has been the special care of Professor Aber for many years. He is largely responsible for the beautiful grounds which are the pride of every University student and an attraction to many outsiders. Since 1899, when the University was first established on the present site his efforts to extend and beautify the campus have been untiring.

Professor Aber is a graduate of the Yale class of 1878, of which former President Taft was also a member. In speaking of the days, he said: "I was the oldest member of my class and they called me 'Father' Aber. I liked it much better than 'Daddy' Aber, the nickname that I have here." He conceded, however, that the latter might be more affectionate, if less dignified.

Professor Aber taught at the University of Utah one year before coming to Montana when the University was started in 1895, to teach Latin and Greek, the subjects which he has been in charge of ever since.

In speaking of the extension of the campus, Professor Aber said:

"We have lots of plans. What we need is only the money to carry them out. The present legislature has appropriated money for the purchase of land north of the campus, but I doubt if we ever get it.

"The first step toward improving the campus was taken by the Missoula Chamber of Commerce, which built the board fence north of the campus. The two rows of poplar trees which skirt the campus on three sides were planted by the same organization, some time later. In 1896 a tree planting celebration was held. Many who planted trees then have now forgotten which trees are theirs."

With a reminiscent smile Professor Aber explained how he happened to be put in charge of the campus. "I came out here one morning and found the ground north of the library plowed into gridiron-like arrows. When I asked the reason for this peculiar arrangement I was told that a tree was to be planted at each intersection. I protested that that was no way to plant trees. The job was given to me and I have had it ever since. At first my general plan was to have a lawn with a background of trees."
CHANCELLOR PRAISES PLAN OF ABER DAY

Aber Day meets with Chancellor Elliott's heartiest approval. Here is what he said in regard to the work today:

"Aber Day I consider the finest tradition that has been developed within the University. It's a distinctive Montana mark. The enthusiasm and energy shown by the student body in the various useful activities of the day are striking evidences of a deep loyalty for the institution. The University does more on this occasion than to pay homage to a man whose life has been one of consecrated service for Montana. The University on Aber Day makes a fiting celebration for the foremost student ideal, that of labor for the common good."

RAKES WANTED.

There is a shortage of rakes for duty on campus clean-up. Those who have rakes in the city and who want to provide every student and professor with the means of labor are asked to report to Manager Busha, John Patterson or Hugh Kent. The tool gang will go after the rakes and see to their return when the day is over.

S. O. S. TOMORROW.

The first singing on the steps of the season is announced for tomorrow night by "Bill" Kane, cheer leader. A. L. Stone, dean of the school of journalism, will give a short talk. Most of the time until the tower bell strikes eight will be given over to songs and yell practice. The baseball games coming up Friday and Saturday are the immediate causes of the revival of the old custom. The singing will begin at 7:30 p. m.

BETTER AS A HAIR DRESSER.

As a rule the human figure comes first in the common observation of sight. But after watching Leo Rardon with a shovel, the mind naturally drifts to the hand, which if given the proper up and down would leave an impression, that his mitts would make an excellent substitute for the combing of hair.

KEEP A-WORKING, BOYS.

The number of workers on the job this afternoon will be carefully checked up and shirkers and those who quietly leave before quitting time, which is 5 o'clock, will get theirs in the tub after the day is done. Those who can't be found today have had places reserved for them in the tub tomorrow.

"VO-CO TO BE ISSUED BY WOMEN TOMORROW"

"Wuxtry! Wuxtry! The Montana Vo-Co!"

If you hear such cries on the campus tomorrow at noon don't be alarmed. It merely means that the first edition of the daily newspaper which will be published by the women during their vocational congress at the University is off the press. The Vo-Co will also appear on Friday and Saturday. It will be about the size of the regular edition of The Kaimin. Already the girls of the journalism school are working hard in preparing tomorrow's Vo-Co.

The staff is:

Editor, Ruth McHaffie, State University, at Missoula.

Associate Editors, Mary Danielson, State College at Bozeman; Thelma Rule, Montana College at Deer Lodge; Florence Watt, Montana Wesleyan College of Helena; Beatrice Emmison, Billings Polytechnic Institute; Evelyn McLeod, State University.

City Editor, Doris Hall.

Business Manager, Mary Murphy.

Circulation Manager, Ruth Mast.

Special Writers and Reporters: Sylvia Finlay, Clara McClure, Margaret Coucher, Este Shannon, Inez Morehouse, Kathryn Mills, Ethel Johnston and Katie Foley.

Mrs. L. O. Edmunds of the A-

BATHTUB OBTAINED.

Shirkers who thought they would escape the traditional ducking because the traditional bathtub disappeared will be disappointed at 12:45 today. John Paterson, boss of the tool gang, has procured the instrument of justice and it is now filled with cold water. Mrs. W. H. Walterskirchen of the Coffee Parlor donated the bathtub for use on this occasion.
TEAMSTERS LAUD WORK OF UNIVERSITY MEN

Experienced Workers Say Students Labor Harder Than Do Convicts at Deer Lodge.

"University men work every bit as hard as the boys on the rock pile at Deer Lodge," said one teamster hauling clay to the baseball field, when he was asked to give an opinion on University men as manual laborers this morning.

"I used to think that college men were wizards in but two professions, that of society and of 'fussin,' but this morning I have changed my opinion somewhat as to the real worth of a college man," he said.

Another "mustang man" said that the boys were working like real troopers on the trenches, but he was suspicious as to whether there was not a deeper reason for their wonderful display of energy, other than sheer love of work.

"You know that it is pretty cold today, and a bunch of these college men haven't got many clothes on." That was the second man's explanation for the boys.

And this is what the cayuse man said: "These knowledged men are working in fair form now, but ten minutes ago four colleens appeared over here and the dirt was flyin' every way. You know these boys' fallin's."

This Co-Ed Wasn't Wise.

It behooves one to look busy this day. One poor co-ed made the fatal mistake of coming out to the campus at 8 o'clock when her work didn't begin until afternoon. She was tucked away in Professor Haxo's Holy of Holies, but even there she wasn't gussy and why she wasn't at work on her assigned task. She wished she hadn't come out now until afternoon.

ABER DAY MANAGER.

Tom Busha.

CLEAN CURTAINS FOR SHOP.

Clean curtains for the journalism building! That was the announcement that brought a cheer from the corner of the campus where the little shop stands this morning. Margaret Coucher made the announcement and she had reason to make it too, for it was she who stole into the building and silently stripped every curtain from its rod and did the washing at Craig hall. Inez Morehouse aided in the ironing and Margaret says that she will go into the real estate business now—she had so much land left after the curtain bath.

NO DRILL TODAY.

Military drill for this afternoon has been called off. The special meeting for officers, from corporals on up, which was called for 3:30 this afternoon will be held in front of the Library tomorrow at that hour. Drill will take place at the regular hour tomorrow.

ABER DAY INSTITUTED ONLY TWO YEARS AGO

Today marks the third annual Aber Day to be held at the University. It was started in 1915 and held that year on April 16. The plan for the annual clean-up day came from a suggestion made in convocation on March 26, 1915. On the first Aber Day the Tennis courts in back of Craig hall were constructed; the baseball diamond put in shape; Van Buren walk repaired, and the campus renovated.

Last year Aber Day was held Friday, March 31. The best work was done on the tennis courts, the baseball field and the track field. At noon the women of the University served lunch, after which everyone danced for a half hour on the campus to the music of the University band.

Aber Day was named for Professor William M. Aber, because of "Father" Aber's long devotion and tender care he has given the University grounds.

Goble to Leave.

Ward Goble, a student in the law school, has been called by the National Guard of Montana to join his company immediately. He leaves this afternoon. He is a sergeant in Company I.

More workers than tools was the thing that bothered Professor Aber of the campus gang, this morning. "All my men haven't showed up," he said at 9:30 o'clock, "but if they did, I'd need about 30 more rakes to keep them busy."

Not a Musician.

"I don't know how to play anything—what did they put me in the band for?" That was Albert Valentine's complain to Manager Busha this morning. He was put on the committee for supplying workers with water.